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Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

the alfasi group
The Alfasi Group
has evolved to deliver
a diversified range of
services to various
industries throughout
Australia, Asia and the
Middle East. The Alfasi
Group comprises of:
•
•
•
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The Alfasi Group is
a recognised leader
within its field with an
impressive track record
and extensive expertise
in large and complex
project delivery.
Since inception, our
growth has been driven
by a powerful mix of
long term relationships
and repeat business
across our full range of
our services.
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From its establishment in 1980,
Alfasi Constructions has delivered
some of the most iconic projects

Australia, Asia
and the Middle
East, inlcuding:
in

• complex stadiums with
retractable roofs
• observation wheels
• airport terminals
• industrial facilities
• process plants
• high rise buildings
• convention centres
and museums.

Our key strengths include

project
management,

fabrication and construction
methodology, in-house drafting
capabilities. We apply the finest
experience, processes and
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procedures to the projects we
undertake. With on the ground
management at all off site facilities,
as well as on site project teams,
Alfasi can excel at even the most
challenging projects.
Alfasi Constructions has
undertaken projects as large

26,000 tonnes

as
and contracts in excess of
$250 million in numerous locations
around the world.
In addition to structural steel
only packages, Alfasi
Constructions has completed

design and
construct
facade and building

envelope packages.

Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

Doha Mosque, Qatar
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expertise and
capabilities
Alfasi Constructions
provides world class
and cost effective
technical, supply,
fabrication and
installation services.
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Our key areas of expertise
and capabilities include:

value engineering
construction methodologies
design and drafting
fabrication
site installation
façade and building envelopes
sport arenas
iconic specialist structures
terminal buildings
multi-purpose venues
high rise towers
industrial and engineering
heavy lifting
jacking structures
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design
& drafting
Alfasi Design is an in-house
structural steel and façade 3D
modelling arm that supports Alfasi
Constructions in all its projects.
Utilising the most advanced

3D structures
software, Alfasi Design

assists Alfasi Constructions
as well as its clients in early
planning for procurement,
fabrication, logistics, and
site erection methodology
as well as 3D modelling and
shop detailing that has to be
interfaced with other trades.
We undertake design packages

temporary
structural steel
design packages
as well as

using experienced consulting
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engineers and our in house
project teams. The outstanding
quality of the finished steel
work and the speed of our site
installation is a testament to the
value of this division.
From offices in Australia, Asia
and the Middle East, Alfasi
Design has amassed extensive
experience in steel structures

complex
architectural
building
envelopes.
including

With our own dedicated team,
Alfasi Design is closely involved
in the design development,
fabrication and site installation
phases of projects.
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12Sydney International Convention Entertainment and Exhibition Centre, Australia

fabrication
Fabrication is performed by
Alfasi’s dedicated and proven
supply chain in Asia and the
Middle East. These key facilities
allow us to

mitigate

risk and package project

parts with various facilities
that are best suited to meet a
projects requirement. These
specially chosen facilities
provide the necessary resources,
skill and expertise to deliver

high quality
products in
large quantities
and over a short period of time.

in-house
Quality Assurance
and Quality
Control inspectors
Alfasi’s

are permanently based in the
various fabrication facilities and
continually carry out surveillance,
monitoring and recording to

ensure full compliance with the
project specifications.
Alfasi select facilities that are:

accredited

with the
•
relevant industry practices,
codes and standards

accredited

quality
•
systems and procedures for all
aspects of fabrication, welding
and surface treatment

trial
assembly and carry

• able to conduct

out any coordination checks
during the fabrication process
to eliminate site fit up errors
• Able to fully track
components against our

in-house piece
monitoring
system
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site installation
Alfasi Constructions has
erected the most complex
structures in many of its
projects, equipping our team

heavy lift,
jacking and
non-conventional
with

construction method experience.

construction
management

Our skilled
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teams

ensure that our
installation methodology is
Best for Project and our site
installation crews are highly
focused on safety and quality
at all times.
Alfasi Constructions directly
employ the necessary resources
to guarantee control, quality
and program.

Bangkok Airport, Thailand
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façade and
building
envelopes
Alfasi has a wealth of experience
in delivering facades and building
envelopes, particularly for iconic and
complex structures that require a
bespoke solution. Alfasi engage with the
client early in the project development
stage to provide the most tailored and
cost effective options and solutions.
Our in-house expertise utilises 3D
modelling which creates detailed
geometric and engineered schemes.
We also coordinate the façade and
steelwork to ensure a seamless interface.
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FAÇ AD E S

Marina Bay Sands – Retail Promenade
& Science Museum Façade Structure

Client: Marina Bay Sands
Location: Singapore
Scope of work: Design, supply, fabrication and erection
of architectural steelwork and facade, including glass,
aluminium cladding & louvres.
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Kallang
Leisure Park

Client: Jack Investments / Sim Lian Constructions
Location: Singapore
Scope of work: Design and construct a complex
glazed and aluminium façade system at the new National
Stadium in Kallang.
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FAÇ AD E S

New Doha International Airport
– Mosque Façade and Emiri VIP Terminal

Client: CDC – Takenaka JV
Location: Doha, Qatar
Scope of work: Design and construct of the Emiri
Terminal, 5,000 square meters of Semi Unitised I.G. glass
facade, mosque with 1,500 tonnes of steel geodetic dome
and 5,000 square meters of diagrid perforated ceiling
and carparks, including cable guyed posts for support of
shade cloth structures over the carparks.
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sport arenas
Alfasi has specific expertise in the delivery
of complex stadiums and sporting arenas.
In this field we have completed scope
of work including the following complex
design and coordination solutions:
Retractable roofs | cable stayed roofs |
glazing frames | cable net | bowl structure |
strand jacking
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ARE N AS

Melbourne Sports
& Aquatic Centre

Olympic Showgrounds

Client: Baulderstone Hornibrook

Client: Thiess

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Location: Sydney, Australia

Scope of work: Shop drawing, supply, fabrication and
erection of steelwork structure, over Olympic swimming
pool and sports centre.

Scope of work: Shop drawings, fabrication, delivery and
erection of dome shape sports arena used for the Olympic
games in Sydney.
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Melbourne Cricket Ground, Australia
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ARE N AS

Melbourne
Cricket Ground

Client: Grocon
Location: Melbourne, Australia
Scope of work: Shop drawing, supply, fabrication
and delivery of an architectural cable stayed roof over
100,000-seat stadium include masts, backstays, glazing
frames, cable net and bowl structure and raking beams to
support seating plats.
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Etihad Stadium, Australia
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ARE N AS

Etihad Stadium

Client: Baulderstone Hornibrook
Location: Melbourne, Australia
Scope of work: Shop drawing, supply, fabrication and
erection of bowl steelwork, fixed roof structure and a large
retractable roof spanning 165 meters.
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iconic /
specialist
structures
Alfasi constantly seek and execute
challenging complex iconic structures
where we are able to fulfill the client’s
visions and expectations. The complex
nature of these structures that have been
undertaken include:
3 dimensional fabrications | multi-faceted
nodes | diagrid steelwork | large truss
assemblies | façades
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SPE C I ALT Y

Melbourne Star
Observation Wheel

Client: Sanoyas Rides Corporation
Location: Melbourne, Australia
Scope of work: Shop detail, supply, fabrication,
erection and commissioning of the new Melbourne Star
Observation Wheel which includes 8km of electrical
cabling and several thousand LED lights. The wheel
carries 21 cabins which are fixed to the outside of the
rim by rotating circular mountings, as opposed to the
traditional method of suspension.
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Doha Mosque, Qatar
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SPE C I ALT Y

Eiffel Tower Replica

Client: Sands China
Location: Macau, China
Scope of work: Design, shop detailing, fabrication
and erection of structural steelwork, unitised facades at
restaurant and observation deck level, lifts and MEP.
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aviation
and rail
Alfasi has specific expertise in the
delivery of airport and railway terminal
buildings across Australia, Asia and the
Middle East. Specific expertise in this
field includes:
Large open span roofs | mega structures |
link bridges | rotundas | air side working |
working over rail
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T E RMI N AL S

Bangkok Airport

Client: Italian Thai – Takenaka – Obayashi JV
Location: Bangkok, Thailand
Scope of work: Shop drawings, supply, fabrication,
design and construction of roof steelwork, skylight
modules and louvers over the main terminal building,
including: 848 skylight modules complete with glass
and claddings of various configurations and 1,304
louvers (approx. 80,000 sqm louvers) fabricated in an
on-site factory.
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West Kowloon Terminus, Hong Kong
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T E RMI N AL S

West Kowloon Terminus

Client: MTR Corporation
Location: Hong Kong
Scope of work: Shop drawings, fabrication, delivery
and erection of over 10,000 tonnes of steel, 5,000 tonnes
of temporary steel and 6,275 sqm of metal decking for
West Kowloon metro main terminal.
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Brisbane
International Airport

Southern Cross Station

Client: Lend Lease

Client: Leighton Group

Location: Brisbane, Australia

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Scope of work: Shop drawings, supply, fabrication
and installation of over 7,500 tonnes of steelwork. This
project was completed over two stages, with the second
undertaken within the constraints of an operating airport.

Scope of work: Shop drawings, supply, fabrication and
installation of a large post tensioned transfer deck that
included 1,200 tonnes of structural steel, precast panels
and 4,500 cbm of concrete. The transfer deck structure
was built over operational rail lines to support a future
60,000 sqm multi storey office tower.

T E RMI N AL S

New Doha International
Airport & Mosque

Homebush Railway Station

Client: CDC - Takenaka JV

Client: Leighton Group

Location: Doha, Qatar

Location: Sydney, Australia

Scope of work: Alfasi was contracted on a design and
construct basis to supply and erect structural steelwork
for the Emiri Terminal, 5,000 square meters of Semi
Unitised I.G. glass façade, a mosque with 1,500 tonnes of
steel geodetic dome and 5,000 square meters of diagrid
perforated ceiling and car parks. This also included cable
stayed guy posts for support of shade cloth structures
over the car parks.

Scope of work: Alfasi’s scope of work included the
shop drawing, supply, fabrication and erection over
the underground rail. The project included large curved
architectural trusses that were preassembled on site.
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multipurpose
venues
Alfasi has specific expertise in the
delivery of convention centers, exhibition
halls, conference buildings, museums
and theatres. Specific expertise in this
field includes:
Large open span roofs | heavy capacity
floors | architectural steelwork |
facades | strand jacking
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E X H I BI T I O N

Sydney International Convention
Exhibition & Entertainment Project

Client: Lend Lease
Location: Sydney, Australia
Scope of work: Design development, shop drawing,
supply, fabrication, delivery and erection methodology of
17,000 tonnes of steel.
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Marina Bay Sands – Exhibition Building, Singapore
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E X H I BI T I O N

Marina Bay Sands
– Exhibition Building

Client: Marina Bay Sands
Location: Singapore
Scope of work: Connection design, shop drawing,
supply, fabrication and erection of over 22,400 tonnes of
steel and 86,000 sqm of metal decking.
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Adelaide
Convention Centre

Melbourne Museum

Client: Baulderstone Hornibrook

Client: Baulderstone Hornibrook

Location: Adelaide, Australia

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Scope of work: Shop drawing, supply, fabrication and
erection of architectural steelwork, featuring large main
hall roof trusses and including all facade steelwork, built
on a deck over existing and operating railway lines.

Scope of work: Shop detailing, supply, fabrication,
installation and erection of the Gallery of Life Canopy.
The canopy reached 50 metres in height on raking pipe
columns with walls of stainless steel cables and stainless
steel mesh walls.

E X H I BI T I O N

Yarra Arts Theatre

Client: Lend Lease
Location: Melbourne, Australia
Scope of work: Shop drawing, supply, fabrication and
erection of steelwork of the Yarra Arts Project, the new
home for the Melbourne Theatre Company and Melbourne
Recital Hall in the Arts precinct at Southbank.
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high rise
Alfasi has completed work on the
delivery of high rise steel and composite
decking structures. Specific expertise in
this field includes:
Transfer structures | podiums |
composite columns | metal decking |
façade interface
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H I G H RI SE

BMW Headquarters

Latitude Tower

Client: Brookfield Multiplex

Client: Brookfield Multiplex

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Location: Sydney, Australia

Scope of work: Design development, shop detailing,
supply, fabrication and erection of structural steel,
Condeck reinforcement and vertical structural steel core
framing and associated formwork.

Scope of work: A 56-storey high rise building consisting
of concrete core and composite floor slab. Alfasi’s scope
included the shop drawing, supply, fabrication and
installation of 5,500 tonnes of structural steel and 65,000
square meters of metal decking. This included 1,000
tonnes of transfer structures (Bisalloy box trusses and
columns filled with concrete), increasing the building tower
footprint by cantilevering the building at levels 18 to 20.
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Vietin Bank, Vietnam
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H I G H RI SE

Vietin Bank

BHP Billiton HQ

Client: Vietin Bank

Client: Grocon

Location: Hanoi, Vietnam

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Scope of work: Providing 3D modelling, drafting
services, value engineering and project management.

Scope of work: Shop detailing, supply, fabrication
and erection of structural steel, of a 29 level building
incorporating a conventional reinforced concrete core
and long span welded beams acting compositely with the
bondek slab.
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industrial and
engineering
Alfasi has completed a number of
projects in this demanding sector with
complex engineered components and
stringent tolerances. Specific expertise in
this sector includes:
bridges | pipe racks | spooling |
pressure vessels | conveyors | gantries
| exotic metals
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IN D U ST RI AL

Melbourne Markets

Sydney Desalination Plant

Client: Lend Lease

Client: Blue Water JV

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Location: Sydney, Australia

Scope of work: Shop detail, supply, fabrication, delivery
and site erection of structural steelwork for the structure
of the Melbourne Wholesale Markets. The Main Fruit and
Vegetable building is architecturally shaped like an ‘E’ with
an architectural roof line, and is approximately 600m long
x 250m wide and will house over 200 tenancies.

Scope of work: Shop detail, supply, fabrication,
delivery and site erection of structural steelwork and
precast panel erection for the structure of the Reverse
Osmosis Building.
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Victoria Desalination Plant, Australia
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IN D U ST RI AL

Victoria
Desalination Plant

Client: Thiess Degremont JV
Location: Wonthaggi, Australia
Scope of work: Shop detail, supply, fabrication,
off-site preassembly, delivery and site installation of
51 RO racks complete with RO pressure vessels,
super-duplex, duplex and 316L stainless steel supply
piping, polyethylene and polypropylene permeate piping
and water sampling systems.
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heavy lifting
Alfasi has extensive in-house
experience of safely managing and
efficiently delivering complex heavy
lift requirements. These operations are
supported with specialist engineering
teams in house for the production of all
crane and lifting plans, rigging studies,
crane selection and lift calculations.
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H E AV Y L I F T

West Kowloon Terminus

MCG Stadium

Client: MTR Corporation

Client: Grocon

Location: Hong Kong

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Scope of work: Shop drawings, fabrication, delivery
and erection of over 10,000 tonnes of steel, that consisted
with erection of V spoke curved pipe trusses each
over 1,000 tonnes.

Scope of work: Alfasi erected roof panels including
glass & MEP, minimizing works in the air and improving
the project programme.
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jacking
structures
Alfasi has engaged with world renowned
specialists for all activities related to
jacking, skidding and sliding. Working with
these specialists from the tender stage,
our schemes are developed and executed
in line with the project schedule, safety
standards and relevant codes. Alfasi
provides comprehensive engineering and
design support required to deliver the
complete solution, including equipment
selection, mobilisation, temporary works
and lifting frames as required.
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J AC K I N G

SICEEP
Exhibition Hall Roof

Etihad Stadium –
Retractable Roof

Client: Lend Lease

Client: Baulderstone Hornibrook

Location: Sydney, Australia

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Scope of work: Alfasi developed a jacking methodolgy
and trial assembly for 100m x 18m roof trusses, installed
with full MEP and jjacked into final position.

Scope of work: Alfasi jacked up the retractable roof
two main trusses each weighing 1,500 tonnes.
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Alfasi Hire is one of the leading
dry hire rental companies of
EWP’s, cranes, telehandlers
and forklifts. We have

over

2,000 of the most

comprehensive ranges of modern
equipment with unparalleled
levels of service. Drawing on
the project experience of the
group and employing the same
philosophies of quality, service
and long term relationships as
well being one of the only hire
companies in Australia to be
ISO9001 and AS4801 certified,
Alfasi Hire stands at the forefront
of the hire industry.
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Our equipment is highly modified
to meet the most stringent
mining and construction site
requirements with the latest
safety features. We also feature

large range
of specialised
machines such as

a

spider booms, speed levels,
ultra large booms and scissors,
under bridge units and many
other machines not commonly
found in the rental market. Our

modern crane
fleets range from the very

small Maeda 5t cranes up to 300t
Liebherr crawler cranes.

Melbourne Star Observation Wheel, Australia
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Australia

Asia

Middle East

HONG KONG
MELBOURNE
Level 13, 120 Collins St
Melbourne, Victoria 3000
Telephone: +61 3 9652 2600
Facsimile: +61 3 9654 5846
Email: alfasi@alfasi.com.au

Unit 1112, 11/F, Exchange Tower
33 Wang Chiu Road, Kowloon Bay,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Telephone: +852 2317 4500
Facsimile: +852 2317 4600
Email: achk@alfasi.com.sg

BRISBANE
86-89 Depot Street
Banyo, Queensland 4014
Telephone:+61 7 3370 2800
Facsimile: +61 3 9654 5846
Email: alfasi@alfasi.com.au

www.alfasi.com.au
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Unit 502 Almanara Tower, Business Bay
Dubai, U.A.E
Telephone: +971 44 2244 98
Email: acuae@alfasi.com.au

QATAR

SYDNEY
21-23 Wurook Circuit
Caringbah, New South Wales 2229
Telephone: +61 2 9589 6200
Facsimile: +61 3 9654 5846
Email: alfasi@alfasi.com.au

UAE

SINGAPORE
600 North Bridge Road
#05-01 Parkview Square
Singapore 188778
Email: achk@alfasi.com.sg

P.O. Box 8388
Business Registration Number 35271,
Doha, Qatar
Email: acuae@alfasi.com.au

